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Abstract—ILLOD is a tool for detecting abbreviation-
expansion pairs (AEPs) in requirement sets. It utilizes syntactic
features such as Initial Letters, term Lengths, Order, and
Distribution of characters to determine if a term is a potential
long form to a given abbreviation. The artifact bundles all
source code and data resources to replicate evaluation results
presented for ILLOD in two research papers published at the
REFSQ2022 Conference and in the Information and Software
Technology (IST) journal. In addition, ILLOD can be used
to detect AEPs, perform abbreviation detection, and the input
data-set can be used for further research in requirements
engineering or other related fields. The repository is organized
into different directories containing data, Python sources, and
notebooks for experiments and evaluations. Detailed instructions
are provided to load and use the tool on a local system, and
the results generated by ILLOD are stored in output files.
The tool demonstrates its effectiveness in detecting AEPs and
consolidating glossary terms, and the evaluation results provide
insights into the performance of different classifiers. The artifact
repository is a valuable resource for researchers and practitioners
in the field of requirements engineering and related areas.

Index Terms—Requirements Engineering, Glossary Term Ex-
traction, Abbreviation-Expansion Pair Detection, Synonym De-
tection, Requirement Data-Set, Abbreviation Data-Set.

I. INTRODUCTION

Abbreviation-expansion pairs (AEPs) play a crucial role in
requirement engineering, specifically in glossary term extrac-
tion and consolidation in requirement documents. Detecting
and understanding these AEPs is essential for ensuring the
quality and clarity of requirements. Hasso et al. [1] proposed
an approach called ILLOD (Initial Letters, term Lengths, char-
acter Order, and Distribution) for identifying potential long
forms to a given abbreviation by analyzing syntactic features
of both terms, which extends the algorithm findBestLongForm

presented by Schwartz and Hearst [2]. The approach has been
further enhanced in subsequent work to improve the accuracy
and effectiveness of AEP detection [3]. Here, the detection of
abbreviations is refined, to better cope with heterogeneous ab-
breviation styles—particularly, lower-cased abbreviations and
bi-grams of two consecutive abbreviations, while through
recursive calls and a more sophisticated character distribution
analysis, the extended ILLOD+ achieves higher recall and
precision. These advancements provide a valuable tool for
researchers and practitioners in requirements engineering.

The artifact presented in this paper is available on
GitHub1and Zenodo2 [4]. The artifact repository consists of
Python sources, data files, and evaluation scripts that can be
used to reproduce the results presented in both research papers
by Hasso et al. [1], [3]. In particular, the extended experiment
with a data-set of 1934 requirements from PURE [5] and more
than 500 potential abbreviations presented in the journal paper
published in Information and Software Technology (IST) [3]
is made more accessible. In addition, it is facilitated to run
the tool with custom data-sets to enable usage beyond the
experiment reproduction. The repository provides a detailed
README file with instructions on how to use the tool,
reproduce the experiments, and load custom data-sets.

II. OVERVIEW AND STRUCTURE OF ARTIFACT

The ILLOD REFSQ and ILLOD IST directories contain
the original replication sources (Jupyter notebooks) and data
for the respective research papers [1], [3].

The MAIN directory is the core of the presented artifact and
contains the necessary files to run ILLOD, ILLOD+ and other

1https://github.com/AEPForGTE/ILLOD
2https://zenodo.org/record/8123990



AEP classifiers, as well as experiments for their evaluation.
This directory depends on the ILLOD IST directory. The
sources in MAIN make three functions available:

1) Create a test data-set: Replace long-form terms in a
requirement set with abbreviations from predefined lists
to create a modified requirement set.

2) Replicate Evaluation: Execute and evaluate different
classifiers for AEP detection, using the modified re-
quirement set based on the analysis of created AEP
groups (clusters that link a single abbreviation with all
its identified potential expansions).

3) Use ILLOD for custom data-set: Optionally, extract
AEP groups from a user-specified file.

The input data directory contains the input files required
to run the different AEP classifiers, including ILLOD and
ILLOD+. It additionally contains the PURE [5] requirements
data-set, a list of more than 500 abbreviations and their
corresponding long forms, derived from noun-chunks of the
PURE data-set, and optionally additional user-specified files
for AEP detection on custom data-sets.

Two further lists of AEPs can be found in the IL-
LOD REFSQ directory (based on [6] and noun-chunks ex-
tracted from the PROMISE [7] NFR data-set [8]).

After execution of main.py, placed in the MAIN direc-
tory, the output data directory will contain new output
files with the detected AEP groups, as well as the modified
requirements data-set with injected abbreviations. The number
of randomly chosen noun-chunks to exchange through an
abbreviation can be specified between 0 and 400. A similar
smaller and manually created data-set based on requirements
from the PROMISE NFR data-set [8] can be found in the
ILLOD REFSQ directory. The src directory contains the
Python source code with helper functions for abbreviation
and term extraction and three further components needed for
reproduction purposes or further customization:

The generate uncontrolled abbreviations component re-
places terms with abbreviations in the input requirements. It
reads input requirements from “pure requirements.csv” and
abbreviation-replacement data from “LF-SF Pairs.csv”.

The build AEP groups component detects AEP groups by
extracting abbreviations and terms from the requirements. It
builds AEP groups by associating abbreviations with candidate
long forms identified within the full term list by the different
AEP classifiers (LD, JWS, DC, ILLOD, and the two ILLOD+
variants ILLOD A & ILLOD B) [3].

The evaluate ILLOD component performs a ten-fold vali-
dation with respective 100 randomly injected abbreviations. It
evaluates all mentioned AEP classifiers, counting true and false
suggestions for each found abbreviation and their respective
long forms on average over all ten passes.

In summary, the repository enables easy replication of
experiments and utilization of ILLOD & ILLOD+. It provides
data, source code, and evaluation results, along with instruc-
tions for reproducing the results, also with custom data-sets.

III. FUTURE USE OF THE ARTIFACT

The artifact provides technical means to automatically
identify abbreviation-expansion pairs (AEPs) to facilitate the
consolidation of terms. The artifact can be used for:

a) Reproducing experiments from [1] and [3].
b) AEP detection using ILLOD(+).
c) Abbreviation detection algorithm implementation.
d) Accessing and utilizing the provided input datasets for

further AEP research in requirements engineering or other
application domains.

ILLOD+ serves as a benchmark for enhanced AEP detection
approaches, and there is potential for improvement by adapting
it to domain-specific patterns, supporting multiple languages,
and enhancing initial abbreviation detection.

Integration of ILLOD+ into existing requirement engineer-
ing tools and workflows can enhance abbreviation identifica-
tion and term consolidation, making the process more efficient
and reliable for software engineers and requirement analysts.

In conclusion, ILLOD+ contributes to requirement engi-
neering by facilitating term consolidation and abbreviation
identification. With further enhancements and integration, IL-
LOD+ has the potential to become a widely adopted approach
for improving the quality and unequivocal understanding of
requirement documents.
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